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US Futures-World Markets: The pain trade higher persists (definition https://bit.ly/2QRFIK0 ). It was
impressive how broad based the rally was yesterday. Here is a recap https://cnb.cx/2QSwEV3 . Even utilities
rallied +3%. The old saying we mentioned last week, ‘Never short a dull tape,’ has stayed true so far, but US
equity futures are down as investors book some profits from this major rally. It is not unprecedented, but still
interesting to see the VIX trade higher in tandem with this rally (see charts below). Weekly unemployment
claims are out at 8:30am. Forecast is for just below 1 million. The TikTok saga continues around this shotgun
wedding. Five Below is +8% premarket on earnings beat. I guess a lot people like buying junk during a
pandemic. Facebook announced they will limit political ads the week prior to the election. China’s Shanghai
was lower on signals from the Trump admin. on plans to impose new restrictions on Chinese diplomats.
Robinhood is under SEC investigation for not disclosing they sell their order flow to HFT firms. What a
business model!! S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: -12.40, 10-Yr Yield: 0.661%.
CORE Headlines:
 QuantumScape, the 10-year-old Silicon Valley battery startup backed by Volkswagen, said it plans to
go public through a reverse merger with Kensington Capital Acquisition with an enterprise value of
$3.3 billion.-Reuters
 The euro zone's rebound from its deepest economic downturn on record faltered in August, surveys
showed, with some countries in the bloc suffering more than others from restrictions imposed to limit
the spread of the coronavirus.-Reuters
 Senate Democrats began a long-shot attempt to overturn Trump’s payroll-tax deferral, launching an
effort that could force lawmakers to vote on ending the deferral program under a law called the
Congressional Review Act, which lets Congress overturn administration rules.-WSJ (Politicians make it
impossible to run a business in this environment.)
 Based on its belief that many hospitals have been contributing uneven data about Covid-19 cases in
the federal effort to gauge the pandemic, the Trump admin plans to publicize the names of hospitals
with data missing from the federal pandemic reporting system.-WSJ
 Despite California’s Democratic governor and supermajority in the legislature, several police-reform
bills failed to pass in the state this year, a sign of continued support for law enforcement and the
influence of their unions even as protesters call for change.-WSJ
 Trump is ordering the federal government to begin the process of defunding New York City and three
other cities where officials allowed “lawless” protests and cut police budgets amid rising violent
crime—New York alone receives about $7B a year in federal aid.-NYP
 Years of major fires have caused huge losses for insurance companies, prompting California last year
to temporarily ban insurers from canceling policies on some 800,000 homes in or near risky parts of
the state, but the ban is about to expire and can’t be renewed.-NYT (I’m sure that will work out fine.)
 Senior US military officials are calling for the development of a new generation of space weapons as
they grow more concerned about China’s capabilities in space, including its recent development of a
rival global positioning system technology.-FT
 Traders are ramping up bets on a particularly turbulent election on November 3, and a potentially
messy aftermath—futures contracts on the Vix volatility index show a “kink” around October and
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November, a pick-up exceeding those in previous presidential elections.-FT (We had a chart on this in
yesterday’s note)
Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Fast Company: Will Silicon Valley put real estate brokers out of business? https://bit.ly/3lFYzpD I
don’t wish anyone to lose their jobs, but the commission rate model is ripe for disruption.
 CNBC: Home prices saw biggest gains in two years https://cnb.cx/32OrjE3
 TechCrunch: Partial list of startups that presented at Y Combinator (a famous seed money venture
capital firm) https://tcrn.ch/3gSi8XZ Some cool businesses. Airbnb presented here 10 years ago. It
had a $2.5 million valuation at the time.
 Axios: The façade of amateurism in college sports https://bit.ly/3gSlxWL “If football and men's
basketball players at Power 5 colleges were paid under collective bargaining agreements like their
professional peers in the NFL and NBA, they would earn annual salaries of $360,000 and $500,000,
respectively.”
Charts from The Daily Shot:
the options market is showing the speculative fervor. (This is what really scares me.)

• Speculative demand for call options (mostly deep out-of-the-money contracts) has been staggering (3 charts).
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Source: @sentimentrader

Source: @jessefelder, @Convertbond Read full article

Source: @TheTerminal, Bloomberg Finance L.P.
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Short-term call options are notoriously difficult to hedge, and dealers who sold them rapidly become
short the market as shares rise (and the probability that these options will get exercised increases).
Dealers are forced to buy stocks to cover their exposure (delta-hedging), pushing the market higher.
That, in turn, makes the dealers short again, creating a melt-up.

Source: @markets Read full article

• Some dealers (and other participants) are also hedging by buying volatility. That’s why implied
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volatility and stocks have been rising together – a highly unusual trend.

Source: @TheTerminal, Bloomberg Finance L.P.
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Here are the top 20 VIX readings for days when the S&P 500 hit an all-time high.

Source: @Convertbond Read full article
This rally looks increasingly stretched.

• The Nasdaq 100 deviation from its 200-day moving average:

Source: Hugo Ste-Marie, Portfolio & Quantitative Strategy Global Equity Research, Scotia Capital Further reading
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Fear/greed indicators:

Source: @markets Read full article

Source: @markets Read full article
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Growth ETFs are seeing some outflows (2 charts):

Source: @markets Read full article

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @BofAML Read full article
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Dark pool activity has been unusually muted. (not surprising as retail traders and options trading
takes center stage during this latest rally)

Source: @Callum_Thomas, @CapitalComped

The ADP private payrolls report surprised to the downside. The number of jobs created in August was less than half of
what economists were expecting.
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Source: @jsblokland

some updates on the housing market.

• Mortgage applications remain robust.
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• Housing momentum persists.

Source: Arbor Research & Trading

• The share of new listings sold in two weeks or less keeps climbing (amid tight inventories).

Source: Arbor Research & Trading
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Consumer sentiment is improving.

Source: @HPS_CS, @HPSInsight, @CivicScience
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What are the odds of a double-dip recession?

Source: @axios Read full article

Brent crude oil has been stuck in a trading range since July.
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Gold is at support.

The US lumber rally is fading.
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A lousy (and costly) forecast of US college-age population: (Demographics matter!! The college bubble is finally bursting.
The pandemic just accelerated the inevitable.)

Source: Moody’s Analytics
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The share of consumer spending by Americans aged 55 and older:

Source: Variant Perception

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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